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lets you add to your library from

that will read text in an auto-

anywhere. Design improvements

mated voice when you switch

include a slimmer body. It’s

over to it. When TTS is on,

about a third of an inch thick

pages turn automatically, and

and weighs just over 10 ounces.

your place is saved when you

The buttons are smaller, and

turn off the device just as it is

there’s a new five-way controller

with normal, silent reading.

for more precise navigation and

Orders are being taken at the

$100 reader and

text selection. The rubber back

www.amazon.com site for the

e-books are priced well below

has been replaced with metal.

new Kindles.

their paper cousins. The Kindle 2

The six-inch display now has 16

is still in the $350 range, and

shades of gray (instead of four)

Toshiba TG01

best-sellers in Amazon’s propri-

for better dimensional rendering

With the phenomenal success of

etary electronic format are still

of images and a sharper elec-

Apple’s iPhone and iPod touch,

$10 or more. Beyond the disap-

tronic paper display of text

it was inevitable that competi-

pointment though, Kindle 2 is a

(600 ✕ 800). Kindle 2 has

tors would soon be elbowing

better reader than the first. It

upgraded the reader’s memory

their way into the smartphone

has a 20% faster page-turning

to 2GB, which can now hold

space. One of the most recent

Amazon Kindle 2

rate and smaller inward-press

more than 1,500 books. The

debuted last month in London.

One of the most anticipated

page-turn buttons. The original

New Oxford American Dictio-

The Toshiba TG01 is a Windows

debuts of the year has been the

had a larger turn-page bar that

nary, with its quarter-million

6.1 smartphone that the manu-

Kindle 2, the e-book reader

would begin turning pages if

definitions, is built in, and defin-

facturer calls a “new category

from Amazon.com. Pirated pho-

you picked it up from that edge.

itions appear at the bottom of

of product.” It has a larger dis-

tos of the device had been

There’s also a 25% increase in

the page. A controversial new

play than the Apple products,

appearing for weeks on the tech

battery life. If you leave the

feature that has been chal-

8% larger with a 4.1-inch,

blogs, but the big questions

wireless connection turned off,

lenged by the Authors Guild is a

800 ✕ 400 screen, and it’s thin-

weren’t answered until the sec-

you can read for two weeks

Text-to-Speech (TTS) feature

ner at .39 inches (iPhone is .48

ond Monday in February when

without needing a charge. And

Jeff Bezos introduced his new

you can charge with the power

reader. It’s a better machine, but

converter or via a USB connec-

the revolution isn’t on yet

tion to your computer. Like the

because the changes involve

first Kindle, you really don’t

small improvements. Many be-

need a computer to shop and

lieve the evolution of e-readers

download new books to your

will only fire up as a true revolu-

device. The wireless connection

tion after someone produces a

on board (Amazon Whispernet)
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The Good, the Bad,
and the Ugly—Scribd
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
THE INTERNET IS ABOUT 26 YEARS OLD, and, by
now, the established addresses have securely nailed down
inches thick). The

their design and content to keep anything from flapping

processor is Qualcomm’s

in the wind. Broken links get fixed regularly, and every

1GHz Snapdragon,

entrance is metered so owners know who just came in,

which Toshiba claims

where they’re from, and where they click once they’re

makes the phone faster

inside. Pretty bland when viewed alongside what was

than any device current-

going on in the early years.

ly being sold. It has

The stagecoach now has seat belts, shocks, and clean

touch-screen and ac-

glass windows instead of rolled-up canvas. You can still

celerometer sensor for

get held up or kidnapped (your ID, that is), but the view

navigation and control

through the glass window now resembles the same rows

of its 3D user interface. It also

screens. The n810 will play your

of shops from suburban Main Street or something like

uses something called shake

music and video files as well as

that which appears on our televisions at home. It’s still an

control. The card slot is microSD

connect to Internet radio. The

impressively big window, but the Internet now looks

up to 32GB. Other ports include

Internet connection is through

more like a mirror than ever before.

USB, WLAN Wi-Fi 802.11, and

802.11 Wi-Fi or through a Blue-

Bluetooth. There’s a built-in GPS

tooth-enabled device like your

have some of that old frontier feel. Scribd, for instance, is

receiver, Windows Mobile 6.1,

cell phone. The 4.1-inch screen

both popular and successful, but it’s messy, revolutionary,

and Pocket Office (Word, Excel,

is a sharp 800 ✕ 480 pixels,

and sometimes illegal. The idea at the heart of the Scribd

PowerPoint, and PDF viewer).

larger and with much better

site (www.scribd.com) is as old as the original Arpanet—

The TG01 will sell for around

resolution than the Apple

it’s a place for anyone to publish or post whatever they

$1,000.

iPhones and touch. There’s an

want, whether it’s a technical manual, a company

integrated GPS receiver with

brochure, their family tree or their kid’s homework, a

Nokia n810

maps stored on the internal

religious polemic, a court order, some news—whatever.

The Nokia n810 is the third

2GB onboard memory. A

Scribd is the people’s soap box, the anarchist’s mimeo-

version of what Nokia calls its

microSD card with up to an

graph, the graffiti artist’s wall, and another open source

pocket Web Tablets. Although

additional 8GB can be added.

library for the world. It’s been characterized by many as

the n810 has Skype, Googletalk

The operating system is the

the “YouTube for documents.” Others see it as a kind of

and Gizmo Internet phone

maemo-Linux-based OS2008,

sociological town dump full of documents, drawings,

services, it isn’t designed as a

which supports Web 2.0 Ajax,

photos, maps, spreadsheets, PowerPoints, and whatever

phone—it’s a mobile Internet

Adobe Flash 9, an RSS feed

will upload, as far as the browser can see.

connection. The browser is a

reader, and Bluetooth headset.

full-featured Mozilla browser

The slide-out keyboard doesn’t

against someone on your town council, the process is a

that delivers complete, Flash-

add much to the 2.83" ✕

simple matter of hitting a few buttons. If you’re a teacher

enabled Web pages, not the

5.04" ✕ 0.55" profile. The

and have a few lessons to distribute, Scribd is available.

clipped and static pages that

tablet weighs about eight

are scaled down for cell phone

ounces. www.nokiausa.com

Yet, once in a while, you still can come across sites that

If you want to upload a scan of the police report filed

continued on next page
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In fact, the Centre for Learning and Performance Technologies has quite a few members who chose the site as one of

bonuses for the execs.
You can turn the pages, enlarge or diminish the page size

their top 10 tools in 2008—“one of the best tools for English

or render it in full-screen mode, search within the doc, e-

language learners to use for language development.”

mail it, save it, or print it—the options are all in that toolbar

Born on March 6, 2007, with a $300,000 venture invest-

at the top. Sign up for a personal account, and Scribd will

ment, Scribd falls into a “social networks” general category.

keep track of those items you like by creating a list of

You can measure its success in number of visitors. Seven

favorites—no need to further clog up your bookmarks list.

months after its emergence from private beta, the number of

Along with the enormity of this archive, there’s an inher-

unique visitors in the month of September (2007) was just

ent messiness. For example, I just opened the Scribd.com

under five million. By November 2008, that number thun-

site, and one of the first items at the top of the home page

dered up to 23.5 million uniques per month, powered by a
second round of venture funds totalling $9 million.
The San Francisco-based company is still directed by one
of its original cofounders, CEO Trip Adler, but the enterprise was bought in 2008 by AOL for $850 million. The traffic today exceeds 50 million unique visitors each month, and
the number of uploads is more than 50,000 per day.
A LOT TO READ
For those who still buy either of the two lexical myths that
“no one reads anymore” or “people don’t read online,” they
should consider e-mailing the 50 million visitors a month

(listed under “What People Are Reading Now”) is the Thai-

on Scribd who apparently haven’t gotten the word.

land Budget Graph 2009. It’s not really a graph—it’s a map

Besides the social (sharing) aspect of the website, Scribd
has three serious advantages for its users. First, it’s free. Sec-

of budget elements. Over on the right of the page, there are

ond, it will let you upload a variety of file formats, including

two choices: “More from this publisher” and “Related Docu-

Adobe PDF (.pdf), Adobe PostScript (.ps), Microsoft Word

ments.” The related documents offer a free association list

(.doc, .docx), Microsoft PowerPoint (.ppt, .pps, .pptx),

that begins normally enough with items like the Peace

Microsoft Excel (.xls, .xlsx), OpenOffice Text Document

Corps budget and a Thailand Survival Guide, but it soon

(.odt, .sxw), OpenOffice Presentation Document (.odp, .sxi),

devolves into a list that includes “Top 10 Budget Eats in San

OpenOffice Spreadsheet (.ods, .sxc), All OpenDocument

Francisco” and “Audio—Guide to Digital Mixing.” How

formats, Plain text (.txt), and Rich text format (.rtf).

these associate with Thailand can only be guessed at.

Finally, and most important, viewers don’t have to open a

Among its edgier offerings, you’ll find obvious copyright

copy of Excel to read the spreadsheets or fire up a PDF read-

violations (textbooks, tech manuals, Stephen King novels),

er to see those kind of docs. There’s a viewer on the page

books like variations of The Anarchist’s Cookbook, political

that displays any and all of the formats in a window that

and personal diatribes—you name it. The owners of the site

opens the various file formats in your browser. The iPaper

do police the content, but 50,000 documents per day is a

format that’s displayed is built with Adobe Flash and is

flood. A recent notice of a removal of a popular novel

designed for the Web no matter the operating system (Win-

describes the problem: “The document ‘THE KITE RUN-

dows, MacOS, or Linux).

NER’ has been automatically removed from Scribd by our

The uploaded iPaper documents are hosted on Scribd in

automated copyright protection system because it appears

either private or public areas. You can set up a special work

very similar to an unauthorized copyrighted document that

group, or club, and post your group’s documents so that

was previously removed from Scribd.” In some areas, it’s

they can only be read by those with your group’s permis-

obviously a constant struggle.

sion. The screenshot below shows the iPaper reader display-
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of Thailand with pictures interconnected with a wide variety

So if you’re looking for a return to the future that was the

ing Andrew Cuomo’s (New York attorney general) letter to

Internet, or you’d like to voyage out to one of the Web’s lat-

the Merrill Lynch board back in December. The topic is

est Sargasso Seas, check out Scribd. It’s quite a place. SF
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